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of age.Q: How can I add a Class into some elements of a list? In my app, I am trying to add a Class

into some elements of a list view, so that I can know which element's have been toggled on and off. I
know I can do this by adding the class to the elements after they have been created. But how can I

dynamically add the class, so that I can add it to the elements when they are created. I need
something like this: //main class class App extends Component { constructor() { super(); } render() {
return ( ); } //Button class class Button extends Component { render() { return ( ) } } //this is where I

want to dynamically add the classes toggle(e) { this.state.list.toggle(this); //how can I add the'my-
class' class to the elements? } A: From the Official Documentation ToggleTagger is a hook used to

trigger an action to be done on every component of a list. It will be passed the list as a function
argument. import ToggleTagger from 'toggle-tagger'; function App() { const [state, setState] =

useState({ list: ['a', 'b', 'c'], components: ['a', 'b', 'c'] }); return
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